Winter Wonderland

Step 1 Starting Reading Skills

Q1: Who had a snowball
fight?

Q2: Which word in the
text best describes the
snowman’s hat?

Tick two.

Tick one.

Jess

black

Kim

long

Josh
Len

play
Jess makes a snowman. It has a long
scarf and a black hat. Kim and Josh
play and have a snowball fight. Len goes
down the hill.

Q3: How do you think Kim and Josh are feeling?
Answer with a full sentence.

Q4: What did Len do?
Answer with a full sentence.









fight
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Step 1 Starting Reading Skills

Winter Wonderland Answers
Q1: Who had a snowball fight?
Tick two.

Q2: Which word in the text best
describes the snowman’s hat?
Tick one.

Jess

black

Kim

long

Josh

play

Len

fight

Q3: How do you think Kim and Josh are feeling?
Answer with a full sentence.
Accept answers which infer that Kim and Josh are happy or excited,
provided that the answer is given as a full sentence, such as ‘Kim and
Josh feel happy.’
Q4: What did Len do?
Answer with a full sentence.
Accept the answer ‘go down the hill’ or ‘ski down the hill’ provided
that it is given within a full sentence, such as ‘Len went down the hill.’
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Step 2 Developing Reading Skills

The Clouds Are Falling Down
Henry was sitting in his classroom looking out of the window.
School was so boring. He knew all of his numbers and how
to add them up. He knew how to read books and he read
them every day. Henry knew everything so he spent his days
looking out of the classroom window.
Q1: Tick one word to finish off this sentence: Henry thought that school
was...
fun

boring

exciting

cool

Q2: Circle three things that Henry already knew about.
playing

numbers

spelling

adding

reading

windows

Suddenly, Henry noticed something strange coming from
the sky. First one speck, then two and then, more than he
could count. The small, white flakes were falling from the
sky and started covering up the playground floor.
“Mr Dull!” Henry shouted. “You need to look at this. I
think the clouds are falling down!”
“Don’t be so silly, Henry,” replied Mr Dull.
Q3: What was Henry’s teacher called?


.
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The Clouds Are Falling Down

Q4: Find and copy two words which describe the flakes falling from
the sky.


“No, really,” insisted Henry. “The clouds are falling down.
The playground is covered with them!” he said.
Mr Dull finally looked out of the window to see what Henry
was talking about. The playground floor was covered
smooth, white slush.
Mr Dull walked over to the classroom door. “Right, children,”
he shouted. “Come with me. Let’s go and see if we can find
out what is really on the playground floor.”
Q5: What do you think was really falling from the sky? Give
a reason.



Q6: Number the sentences below to show the order they happen in.
The first one has been done for you.
Mr Dull walked over to the classroom door.
Henry noticed something strange coming from the sky.
Mr Dull said “Don’t be so silly, Henry.”
1

Henry was sat in the classroom looking out of the window.
Mr Dull finally looked out of the window.
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Step 2 Developing Reading Skills

The Clouds Are Falling Down Answers
Q1: Tick one word to finish off this sentence: Henry thought that school was...
fun

boring

exciting

cool

Q2: Circle three things that Henry already knew about.
playing

numbers

spelling

adding

reading

windows

Q3: What was Henry’s teacher called?
Accept the answer ‘Mr Dull’ only.
Q4: Find and copy two words which describe the flakes falling from the sky.
Accept any two of the
following:
• strange
• small
• white
Q5: What do you think was really falling from the sky? Give a reason.
Accept answers which infer that snow was falling from the sky, provided
that a relevant justification from the text is provided in support,
such as:
• I think that snow was falling from the sky because the specks were
small and white like snow.
• I think that it was snow because it said that the floor was covered in
slush and that is what melting snow is sometimes described as.
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The Clouds Are Falling Down Answers

Q6: Number the sentences below to show the order they happen in.
The first one has been done for you.
5

Mr Dull walked over to the classroom door.

2

Henry noticed something strange coming from the sky.

3

Mr Dull said “Don’t be so silly, Henry.”

1

Henry was sat in the classroom looking out of the window.

4

Mr Dull finally looked out of the window.
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Step 3 Building Reading Skills

Ethel’s Winter Wonderland
I was looking for somewhere good to hide from my
brother and that’s when I saw the run-down, eerie
shed in Uncle Jack’s overgrown garden. I slowly
opened the door and stepped into the dimly lit
space. My footsteps crunched in the thick layer
of dust on the ground. There was only one thing
in the shed and it was hidden beneath a large
cloth. As I walked closer, I wondered if I should I
peek beneath it or if I should turn around and find
somewhere else to hide.
Q1: Tick two statements that are true.
Ethel was playing hide and seek.
Ethel went into her bedroom.
There was lots of furniture in the shed.
Ethel’s footsteps made a crunching sound.
Q2: What could Ethel see in the shed?

Q3: Why do you think that Ethel was scared to peek beneath
the cloth?
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Ethel’s Winter Wonderland

I touched the cloth carefully at first, before pulling the rest of it
down onto the floor. A glorious, golden mirror stood in front
of me. It had been carefully carved with beautiful patterns of
trees and flowers. I don’t know why but I suddenly had an urge
to reach out and touch the glass. To my surprise, when I tried
to touch it, my hand passed straight through the glass and into
a mysterious space beyond.
“This is the perfect place to hide from my brother,” I thought
to myself as I stepped forwards into the mirror. The space
seemed to go deeper and deeper as I stepped into the emptiness.
Q4: What did Ethel find beneath the cloth? Circle your answer.
a big cupboard

lots of tools

a wooden shed

a gold mirror

Q5: Find and copy two words from the text which describe
the mirror.


Q6: How do you think Ethel felt as she first stepped through the mirror?
Explain your answer.
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Ethel’s Winter Wonderland

As I stepped forward into the mirror, my hand suddenly
brushed against something prickly and cold. I quickly
pulled my hand away and looked to see what I had
touched. To my surprise, I could see that what
I had touched was a snowy fir tree and I was
now inside a splendid winter wonderland. I moved
forward, pushing the snow-covered branches aside
and stepped out into the wintery forest. Flakes fell from the sky and covered
my hair and eyelashes. The ground was covered with thick, fluffy snow and
all I could see around me were bare branches covered in ice.
Q7: Why do you think that Ethel was surprised when she saw
what she had touched?


Q8: What do you think that Ethel might have done next?



Q9: Put the following statements in the order that they appear in the
text. The first one has been done for you.
Ethel reached out towards the glass.
Ethel’s hand brushed against something prickly and cold.
1

Ethel slowly opened the door to the shed.
Ethel got snowflakes on her eyelashes.
Ethel touched the cloth carefully at first.
Ethel stepped forward into the emptiness.
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Step 3 Building Reading Skills

Ethel’s Winter Wonderland Answers
Q1:

Tick two statements that are true.
Ethel was playing hide and seek.
Ethel went into her bedroom.
There was lots of furniture in the shed.
Ethel’s footsteps made a crunching sound.

Q2:

What could Ethel see in the shed?
Accept any answer which says that Ethel could see one thing hidden
beneath a large, dirty cloth, e.g.
• She could only see something big hidden beneath a cloth.

Q3:

What could Ethel see in the shed?
Accept answers which infer that Ethel may have been scared to look
beneath the cloth because she did not know what was under it and
it could have been something unpleasant, e.g.
• Ethel was scared because she didn’t know what she might find and
it could have been something she didn’t like.

Q4:

Q5:

What did Ethel find beneath the cloth? Circle your answer.
a big cupboard

lots of tools

a wooden shed

a gold mirror

Find and copy two words from the text which describe the mirror.
Accept the adjectives ‘glorious’ and ‘golden’ only.
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Ethel’s Winter Wonderland Answers

Q6:

How do you think Ethel felt as she first stepped through the mirror?
Explain your answer.
Accept answers which infer that Ethel felt excited that she had found
such a good hiding spot, sneaky as she was hiding from her brother
or nervous because you cannot normally step through a mirror, e.g.
• I think Ethel felt excited because she knew that she had found a
good place to hide and her brother would not find her in there.

Q7:

Why do you think that Ethel was surprised when she saw what she
had touched?
Accept answers which infer that Ethel was surprised because she did
not expect to stumble across a snowy fir tree or a winter wonderland
inside the mirror, e.g.
• Ethel felt surprised because she did not think there would be a
wintery forest inside the mirror.

Q8:

What could Ethel see in the shed?
Accept any reasonable prediction based on logic or the events of the
text so far, such as:
• Ethel might have gone back to get her brother and show him.
• Ethel could have explored the wintery forest.
• Ethel might have been frightened and ran back through the mirror.
• Ethel could have built a snowman.

Q9:

Put the following statements in the order that they appear in the text.
The first one has been done for you.
3 Ethel reached out towards the glass.
5

Ethel’s hand brushed against something prickly and cold.

1

Ethel slowly opened the door to the shed.

6

Ethel got snowflakes on her eyelashes.

2

Ethel touched the cloth carefully at first.

4

Ethel stepped forward into the emptiness.
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